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206 Functions integration and controlMyHOME

Functions integration:

Before describing the various ways of 

integrating MyHOME it is necessary 

to define the two possible types:

�� Integration between different 

MyHOME systems, for example the 

lights Automation system with the 

Burglar alarm system or the Video 

door entry system with the sound 

system 

�� Integration between one or more 

MyHOME systems with BTicino 

and/or other manufacturers 

systems based on different 

communication protocols; this 

allows for example to manage 

the BTicino NUVO digital audio 

system or HITACHI, SAMSUNG, or 

other conditioning systems with 

MyHOME  

Nighter control

PC with MHVISUAL software Special 
control

GENERAL FEATURES

MyHOME_Screen 10

Local Display

Video Display

MyHOME_Screen 3.5 Integrated MyHOME 

functions
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SYSTEMS OF OTHER MANUFACTURERS

Both solutions are implemented,

depending on the systems, with or 

without specific interfaces and have 

the following advantages:

�� Creation of advanced functions 

such as switching on of all the 

lights following an intrusion alarm, 

or automatically decrease the 

volume of the background music 

at the arrival of a door entry call 

�� It makes it possible to centrally 

control all the functions using 

centralized management devices   

In this way, it will be possible 

to check locally all the systems 

installed using only one device 

positioned, for example, in the 

corridor or in the living room  Also, 

when away from home, it will be 

possible to check and manage the 

MyHOME functions using a PC or 

a mobile device connected to the 

Internet 

Interfaces

SCS/DALI interface

Web server F454

Driver manager F459

Interface for 
Splitter management

NUVO audio system

Lighting 

with RGB lamps

Air conditioning 

systems

Weather stations and 

sensors management
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Sound system

Audio/video node 
(or Multichannel matrix)

Automation Burglar alarmSCS/SCS 
interface

SCS/SCS 
interface

Video door entry and home video 
surveillance system

Energy management

Integration between different MyHOME systems

Depending on the systems installed, 

the integration is automatically 

ensured by the use of the same BUS 

wiring or, if this is not possible, using 

integration interfaces 

This is for example the case of the

burglar-alarm system and the 

automation system, which are 

provided with specific cables that 

can connected to each other using a 

specific SCS/SCS interface item F422 

Interface F422 
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AUTOMATION AND LOADS 

MANAGEMENT, ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION, TEMPERTURE 

CONTROL 

The integration between these 

functions is achieved without the 

need for an interface  This is because 

the devices share the same BUS cable 

and power supply 

To keep the two systems separate 

(for example to use independent 

electric power supplies), these can be 

connected to each other using the 

F422 interface in “physical separation” 

mode: MOD = 6” 

AUTOMATION ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Shutter control Temperature  
probe

Temperature  
probe

Lights Shutters Radiator Radiator

BUS SCS

Light 
switch

Dimmer
actuator

2 relay
actuator

Temperature control
actuator

Temperature control
actuator

230 Vac BUS SCS
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Integration between different MyHOME systems

AUTOMATION  

SYSTEM

MOD=6 PHYSICAL SEPARATION

This mode brings together 

the features of the “physical 

expansion” mode, described in the 

“AUTOMATION” section, and the 

features of the “galvanic separation” 

mode, and can be used for systems 

with devices preset for virtual 

configuration 

Each system can be connected both 

to the OUT and the IN clamp of the 

interface 

The F422 interface in this mode 

can also be used to integrate the 

Automation system with the energy 

management system if it is required 

to keep the respective BUSes 

separate and the power supplies 

independent for each system 

Power supply

230 Vac

SCS interface
MOD=6

ENERGY 

MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM

OUT

IN

Power supply

230 Vac
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�� MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC

�� DAIKIN

�� HITACHI

�� PHILIPS HUE

�� DMX

�� NETATMO

�� SAMSUNG

�� OREGON SCIENTIFIC

��            

Functions integration and control MyHOME

My Home is an open system 

that easily integrates, without 

modification, with the best 

technologies and with systems and 

devices from other manufacturers 

The integration is carried out with the 

following modalities:

A. by means of the MyHOME_Link  

integration platform which involves 

the use of the Driver Manager 

F459 device and the TCP / IP 

communication protocol;

B. by devices for integration with 

different communication protocols 

such as EIB, DALI, etc ;

Integration between MyHOME and systems of other 
manufacturers

C. using the OpenWebNet 

communication protocol made 

available by BTicino 

A. INTEGRATION BY MYHOME_LINK PLATFORM 

MyHOME_Link is the new integration 

platform that uses the driver 

manager device item F459 properly 

configured with the specific 

driver to manage the functions/

systems of other manufacturers  

This solution allows, for example, to 

manage through the MyHome zone 

temperature control system, VRV, VRF 

systems and air conditioning systems 

of the main manufacturers on the 

market or to use the light automation 

devices to control the LED lamps 

(type HUE and similar) or to control 

the BTicino NUVO digital audio 

system  The device item F459 can be 

programmed with multiple drivers to 

manage multiple different systems 

integrated with MyHOME 

To know about the different 

integration solutions visit www 

professionisti bticino it/integrazione_

myhome/ 

For technical information, insights and be informed about all available drivers 

contact BTicino 

SYSTEMS OF OTHER 
MANUFACTURERS

Driver manager F459

NUVO audio system

SPECIFIC DRIVER  

FOR THE APPLICATION

BUS SCS LAN network
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Integration between MyHOME and systems of other 
manufacturers
EXAMPLE OF MYHOME INTEGRATION WITH THE NUVO DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEM

MyHOME_Screen 10

8" drywall speakers 6 5" ceiling speakers 

LAN

PC

PC desktop

Network hard disk

Multizone player

Internet

ADSL

Modem/Router
Wi-Fi

MyHOME BUS

Basic
control

8-key
control

Driver manager 
F459
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EXAMPLE OF MYHOME INTEGRATION WITH 0-10V FAN-COIL SYSTEMS 

Probe con display

Probe con display

Kitchen

Bedroom

MyHOME_Screen10

Internal floor unit

Internal floor unit

Internal floor unit

Living room

Temperature control unit

Driver manager F459

Actuator 
F430V10

Actuator
F430/2 (*)

Actuator 
F430V10

Actuator
F430/2 (*)

Actuator 
F430V10

Actuator
F430/2 (*)
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Ethernet Switch
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Living room

Ceiling indoor unit

MyHOME_Screen 10

Ceiling indoor unit

Kitchen

Probe con display

Ceiling indoor unit

Bedroom

Probe con display

Gateway GB-50ADA

Driver manager F459

Temperature control unit
Ethernet Switch

Integration between MyHOME and systems of other 
manufacturers
EXAMPLE OF MYHOME INTEGRATION WITH MITSUBISHI AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
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EXAMPLE OF MYHOME INTEGRATION WITH PHILIPS HUE LIGHTING SYSTEM

MyHOME_Screen 10

Router

MyHOME BUS

8-key
control

Driver manager 
F459

ON/OFF and color 
change controls

Philips HUE Lamps and Gateway
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Integration between MyHOME and systems of other 
manufacturers
EXAMPLE OF MYHOME INTEGRATION WITH WEATHER SENSOR, LIGHT SENSOR, ETC.

MyHOME_Screen 10

Router

MyHOME BUS

MH202 scenario 
programmer

Driver manager 
F459

Data displaying 
devices

Meteobridge Gateway

Weather sensors

Light, water, gas, etc , sensors

Modbus/TCP/IP 
converter

Creation of scenario 
according to the data 
measured by the 
sensors
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B. INTEGRATION THROUGH DEDICATED INTERFACES.

The BTicino range includes devices 

for integration with the following 

systems and protocols:

- EIB (interface  item  F426);

- DALI (interface item F429);

- Splitter control with IR interface 

(item 3456);

- BACnet (interface item F450) 

Interface for 
Splitter management

SCS/EIB interface

EXAMPLE OF INTEGRATION OF MYHOME WITH DALI DEVICES THROUGH DEDICATED INTERFACE

Power supply Actuator

To DALI devices

SYSTEM

MyHOME

230 Vac
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Integration between MyHOME and systems of other 
manufacturers
C. INTEGRATION BY USE OF THE OPENWEBNET COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

OpenWebNet is the communication 

protocol developed by BTicino and 

made available through the MyOPEN 

Community to integrate MyHOME 

with standard Konnex, BACNET, DALI 

and TCP/IP third party devices 

The protocol has been designed 

to be independent from the 

communication support: it is 

possible to control and monitor 

the MyHOME system through the 

Ethernet network, through an RS232 

serial connection, through a USB 

connection, or through a Gateway 

directly connected to the system 

Some possible solutions:

- use of third party software for the 

control of the MyHOME functions 

using devices such as I-PHONE, 

I-PAD and Smartphone;

- integration with MyHOME of 

devices appropriately configured 

for the management of lights and 

shutters by disabled people;

- customization of the MyHOME_

Screen 3 5  

Touch Screen icons for hotel 

applications, or for use in public 

establishments and showrooms 

Web 
Server

Actuator 
DALIdimmer 

SupervisionLighting management 
in the service sector

Lights 
monitoring

Communication 
via the Internet

TCP/IP
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MY OPEN COMMUNITY:

Created in 2006, it is a virtual 

community, that through the website 

http://www myopen-legrandgroup 

com, provides professionals, software 

developers and system integrators 

several services: space for uploading 

and downloading, development 

tools and applications developed, 

newsletters and event information  

It is also a platform capable 

of providing information on 

the MyHOME system and the 

development products available, 

including any relevant support 

documentation and a forum, always 

active and lively, that provides 

continuous exchange of knowledge 

and experiences in the Open Web Net 

language field 

TOOLS AND DEVELOPMENT 

TOOLS FOR OPEN WEB NET 

APPLICATIONS

For the development of applications 

using the Open Web Net language, 

BTicino has implemented the 

interface L4686SDK for the MyHOME 

system connection to the RS232 port 

of a PC through USB connection  

Through the Hyper Terminal or 

Minicom program it is possible to 

send and receive commands or 

status messages with Open Web Net 

protocol to and from the MyHome 

system 

For more information visit 

http://www.myopen-legrandgroup.com
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System control

The BTicino MyHOME system can 

monitor and control your home or 

office in total safety and privacy   

Control can be done locally, i e  inside 

LOCAL CONTROL

The system can command and 

control the MyHOME system, using 

the basic and advanced controls  

This is the case for example of the 

scenario control that allows, with a 

single gesture, to manage multiple 

devices inside the house (curtains, 

shutters, lights   ) 

CONTROL WITH PC AND IPAD

It is also possible to supervise and 

control the system using a PC with 

MHVISUAL software installed, and 

an iPad with the BTicino MyHOME 

application  

In the MyOpen community, 

available at www myopen-

legrandgroup com,  

it is possible to find several 

applications made by third parties 

to carry out MyHome control with 

various modes 

Scenario control

the house, or remotely, i e  from a 

place other than where the MyHome 

equipment is installed 

iPad with MyHOME BTicino Application

The BTicino MyHOME application is 

only available from the Apple Store in 

the following versions:

- free DEMO, with limited 

functionality;

- at fee, including all the MyHOME 

functions 

PC with MHVISUAL software
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REMOTE CONTROL

The system allows to control and 

monitor the system remotely via the 

MyHOME_Web portal or through the 

point-to-point Internet connection  

The extremely quick, private and safe 

system provides control of your home 

from anywhere, also performing the 

home video surveillance system and 

the burglar-alarm system monitoring 

functions (sending SMS messages or 

e-mails with attachments)  

Remote connection can be achieved 

in two different ways:

�� MyHOME_Web portal:

virtual platform for remote 

management services dedicated to 

users who have a MyHome system 

equipped with BTicino devices for 

remote connection (web server 

or burglar alarm central unit with 

communicator) 

MyHOME_Wed is intended both for 

installers and users; the installers 

will be able to offer their customers 

a remote assistance and remote 

system diagnostic service  Using 

a mobile phone or a PC with 

Internet connection, users will be 

able to remotely control all the 

home automation functions, like 

for example the activation of the 

cameras for the monitoring of the 

home, the reception of video door 

entry system calls when away from 

the home, the activation of the 

burglar-alarm system and the heating 

system 

�� Point-point connection:

the ADSL line and Internet give 

access to the MyHome system 

establishing a direct connection to 

a fixed IP address of the Web server 

in the system  The home automation 

Mobile access

Point-point connection

functions control is carried out 

through dedicated Web pages 

Web Server

Internet

Internet

Internet
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Local control devices

The MyHOME system can be 

commanded and controlled used 

various interfaces, from the simplest 

such as the basic control to the most 

advanced like the TOUCH SCREEN  

Just one command manages simple 

functions such as switching on a 

light and advanced functions such 

as scenarios (which with just one 

TOUCH CONTROLS WITH 2 OR 3 

MODULES

This device is able to send actuation 

and adjustment controls for lighting 

functions (ON/OFF, Dimmer, timers, 

etc ), sound system and video door 

entry functions by simply touching the 

control surface 

CONTROLS WITH CAPACITIVE 

SENSORS

Devices with buttons made of 

capacitive sensors 

Each zone corresponding to a key 

is marked in the center by a lit LED 

that increases in brightness when the 

user put his/her finger to activate the 

control 

It is produced in versions with 3 and 4 

flush mounted modules,

respectively with 6 and 8 keys 

Nighter 3 module control

Whice 4 module control

touch let you switch ON lights, raise 

shutters, switch on the sound system, 

set the temperature etc   )

2 module Soft Touch control
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INFRARED CONTROLS 

IR receiver and new IR remote control: 

with the receiver, manual control 

can be replaced or integrated with 

a remote control, using the infrared 

remote control 

IR remote control

IR receiver

It is possible to associate to the 

remote control pushbuttons controls 

intended for 1-relay actuators for 

single loads and 2-relay actuators for 

double loads (rolling shutter motor 

etc ), manage scenarios, as well as 

sound system and video door entry 

systems 

CODE PROTECTED CONTROL 

When used in the Automation 

system, the device created for 

arming/disarming the Burglar-alarm 

system can be used to manage basic 

and advanced controls, which are 

protected and can be activated using 

a transponder badge 

Code protected control

Transponder
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LIGHT AND PRESENCE SENSOR

Using IR sensors of Green Switch 

series and sensors also present in 

the Lighting Management range it 

is possible to manage lighting in a 

MyHOME system depending on the 

presence of people and on the

amount of natural light 

This provides two advantages:

�� greater energy management 

reducing energy waste through 

an intelligent management of 

the lights, ensuring the necessary 

lighting levels, at the right time 

and in the right place  The various 

operating modes that can be set 

with the configuration enable the 

user to obtain different levels of 

energy efficiency 

�� comfort and wellbeing  

The new sensors allow increasing 

the level of comfort of the users, 

with the automatic switching on of 

the light when entering 

the room, and the preservation 

of the desired lighting level based 

on external conditions 

Light and presence 
sensors

Passive IR movement sensor  
- AUTO MODE-

Local control devices

LOCAL DISPLAY 

TOUCH SCREEN OLED technology 

control device for the control 

of the Automation (scenario 

management), Temperature control, 

Energy consumption display, Loads 

management and Sound system 

functions of the MyHOME system 

MyHOME_Screen 3.5 

This is a room control for all the 

MyHOME functions  It is possible 

for example to switch the lights on 

and off, lower or rise the shutters, 

control garden watering, adjust the 

temperature in the various rooms, 

etc , and to automatically activate 

scenarios based on logic or time 

conditions  The display shows a 

“home page”, inside which the 

applications that can be managed 

are graphically represented  Touch 

the icon for the application to be 

managed (e g  Lighting) to display 

a page with the included and 

customized icons for the light points  

Again, with a simple touch on the 

icon chosen, the lamp or lamps 

associated with it will switch on or off 

BASIC ENERGY DISPLAY

Device for displaying produced 

or consumed energy data and 

for controlling and displaying 

the status of the electrical loads 

managed by the loads control 

system 

Local display

MyHOME_Screen 3.5

Basic 
energy display
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MyHOME_Screen 10

Thanks to the 10” capacitive Touch Screen, a simple touch of 

the simple and intuitive icons with your fingers is enough to 

manage the electric system, the video door entry system, the 

multimedia functions (photos, audio, video), and the Internet 

connection 

CUSTOMIZATION

Users can customize their own profiles directly on the 

display, easily navigate through the rooms, manage 

and control the home 

EASY TO ADAPT DESIGN

A design that fits your taste and your style, and a new 

ergonomic design available in two colors, black and white  All 

to provide you with a unique experience thanks to the ease of 

installation on the wall 

VIDEO DISPLAY AND VIDEO STATION

Thanks to simple and integrated management of all functions: 

MyHOME home automation, Nuvo audio system, video door 

entry system, video surveillance, at your fingertips 

Buttons for 
video door entry 
functions

SD Card
USB
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Local control devices

FUNCTIONS PERFORMED

BASIC CONTROL SPECIAL CONTROL GREEN SWITCH 
CONTROL

GREEN SWITCH 
CONTROL

REMOTE CONTROL LIGHT AND MOVEMENT/
PRESENCE SENSOR

BADGE-HOLDER 
POCKET

TRANSPONDER 
READER

CAPACITIVE NIGHTER
AND WHICE CONTROL

SCENARIO CONTROL

H4652/2
L4652/2
AM5832/2
H4652/3
L4652/3
AM5832/3

H4651M2
L4651M2
AM5831M2

HD4653M2/3
HC4653/2/3
HS4653/2/3

H/LN4652

3529
HD4654
HC4654
HS4654
L/N/NT4654N 
88232 

HC/HD/HS4658
HC/HD/HS4659
L/N/NT4658
L/N/NT4659
BMSE3001
BMSE3003
048834

H4648
H4649
LN4648
LN4649

HD4607 
HC4607
HS4607
L/N/NT4607

HD4657M3/4 
HC4657M3/4 
HS4657M3/4

HD4680 
HC4680
HS4680
L4680
N4680
NT4680

LIGHTING

Cyclical ON/OFF

ON/OF control with light 
intensity adjustment

General room and group 
controls

Timed controls

AUTOMATION

Shutter control
UP/DOWN in normal mode
UP/DOWN in safe mode
General room and group 
controls

SCENARIO
MANAGEMENT

Recalling of scenarios 
saved in the F420 scenario 
module

Activation of scenarios 
saved in the MH200N 
scenario programmer (CEN 
configurator)

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

Temperature display and 
zone management

ENERGY
SAVING

Consumption control and 
display

Anti black-out load 
management

MULTIMEDIA 
FUNCTIONS

Display of network 
multimedia contents (IP 
Radio and Media Server)

TABLE FOR THE SELECTION OF DEVICES BASED ON CONTROLLED FUNCTIONS
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FUNCTIONS PERFORMED

BASIC CONTROL SPECIAL CONTROL GREEN SWITCH 
CONTROL

GREEN SWITCH 
CONTROL

REMOTE CONTROL LIGHT AND MOVEMENT/
PRESENCE SENSOR

BADGE-HOLDER 
POCKET

TRANSPONDER 
READER

CAPACITIVE NIGHTER
AND WHICE CONTROL

SCENARIO CONTROL

H4652/2
L4652/2
AM5832/2
H4652/3
L4652/3
AM5832/3

H4651M2
L4651M2
AM5831M2

HD4653M2/3
HC4653/2/3
HS4653/2/3

H/LN4652

3529
HD4654
HC4654
HS4654
L/N/NT4654N 
88232 

HC/HD/HS4658
HC/HD/HS4659
L/N/NT4658
L/N/NT4659
BMSE3001
BMSE3003
048834

H4648
H4649
LN4648
LN4649

HD4607 
HC4607
HS4607
L/N/NT4607

HD4657M3/4 
HC4657M3/4 
HS4657M3/4

HD4680 
HC4680
HS4680
L4680
N4680
NT4680

LIGHTING

Cyclical ON/OFF

ON/OF control with light 
intensity adjustment

General room and group 
controls

Timed controls

AUTOMATION

Shutter control
UP/DOWN in normal mode
UP/DOWN in safe mode
General room and group 
controls

SCENARIO
MANAGEMENT

Recalling of scenarios 
saved in the F420 scenario 
module

Activation of scenarios 
saved in the MH200N 
scenario programmer (CEN 
configurator)

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

Temperature display and 
zone management

ENERGY
SAVING

Consumption control and 
display

Anti black-out load 
management

MULTIMEDIA 
FUNCTIONS

Display of network 
multimedia contents (IP 
Radio and Media Server)
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FUNCTIONS PERFORMED

LOCAL DISPLAY MyHOME_Screen 3.5 MyHOME_Screen 10 VIDEO HANDSETS

HD4891
HC4891
HS4891
L4891
N4891
NT4891 H4890

LN4890
HW4890 
LN4890A

MH4892
MH4893
MH4892C 
MH4892C

349311/12/13

LIGHTING

Cyclical ON/OFF

ON/OF control with light 
intensity adjustment

General room  
and group controls

Timed controls

AUTOMATION

Shutter control
UP/DOWN in normal mode
UP/DOWN in safe mode
General room and group controls

SCENARIO
MANAGEMENT

Recalling of scenarios saved in 
the F420 scenario module

Activation of scenarios saved in 
the MH200N scenario program-
mer (CEN configurator)

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

Temperature display and zone 
management

ENERGY
SAVING

Consumption control and display

Anti black-out load manage-
ment

MULTIMEDIA 
FUNCTIONS

Display of network multimedia 
contents (IP Radio and Media 
Server)

Local control devices
TABLE FOR THE SELECTION OF DEVICES BASED ON CONTROLLED FUNCTIONS
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FUNCTIONS PERFORMED

LOCAL DISPLAY MyHOME_Screen 3.5 MyHOME_Screen 10 VIDEO HANDSETS

HD4891
HC4891
HS4891
L4891
N4891
NT4891 H4890

LN4890
HW4890 
LN4890A

MH4892
MH4893
MH4892C 
MH4892C

349311/12/13

LIGHTING

Cyclical ON/OFF

ON/OF control with light 
intensity adjustment

General room  
and group controls

Timed controls

AUTOMATION

Shutter control
UP/DOWN in normal mode
UP/DOWN in safe mode
General room and group controls

SCENARIO
MANAGEMENT

Recalling of scenarios saved in 
the F420 scenario module

Activation of scenarios saved in 
the MH200N scenario program-
mer (CEN configurator)

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL

Temperature display and zone 
management

ENERGY
SAVING

Consumption control and display

Anti black-out load manage-
ment

MULTIMEDIA 
FUNCTIONS

Display of network multimedia 
contents (IP Radio and Media 
Server)
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Local control devices

SCENARIO MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS 

The control devices described in the 

preceding pages can be configured 

to activate, for example with the 

push of a button, several users 

simultaneously 

This feature, called “scenario” is 

carried out in conjunction with the 

use of special devices capable of 

saving or programming all individual 

activations which constitute the 

environmental situation of comfort 

and/or of energy saving to replicate 

A scenario example is switching on 

some lights to a certain intensity 

level, and positioning some shutters 

for watching the television or reading 

a book, following the lifestyle of the 

user 

The devices mentioned are the 

following:

�� Scenario module F420 with two 

DIN modules for saving up to 16 

scenarios 

�� MH202 scenario programmer for 

the creation and management of 

advanced scenarios, also linked 

to time events, system status, and 

more 

 

MH202 scenario programmersGreen Switch control and  
light/movement sensor

Nighter & Whice control

Touch Screen

MyHOME_Screen 10
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In addition to the lights and shutter 

features, both devices can manage 

sound system, temperature control 

and video entry system applications  

The scenario programmer item 

MH202 is able to mange even 

Burglar-alarm functions 

Scenario module F420

Soft Touch control

Special control

Protected scenario control with transponder (*)

Scenario control

8-key control

Local display
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Local control devices

MH202 SCENARIO 

PROGRAMMER 

The device performs the scenarios 

programmed via software as a 

result of the following main events 

of activation, deactivation, lock or 

unlock:

�� Pressure of a control pushbutton 

(configured in CEN mode);

�� Switching on and off of a light 

(with the exception of dimmer 

light points);

�� Automatic operation activation 

(shutter movement); 

�� An event managed using one of 

the nine auxiliary channels; 

�� An certain hour or date;

�� An event of the burglar-alarm 

system;

�� A condition occurring on the 

Temperature control system;

�� An entrance panel call or the status 

of a camera of the video door entry 

system;

�� An event of the sound system 

For additional activation events refer 

to the documentation of the device  

Following these events, MH200N 

can control the MyHOME system 

applications 

The execution of a conditioned 

scenario combined with a set time 

Scenario 1 – Returning home:

When the burglar-alarm is disarmed, at daytime the shutters go up but the 

lights stay off; at night time the lights come on but if closed the shutters 

remain closed.

EXAMPLES OF SCENARIOS

Below are some examples of 

scenarios that can be set using the 

MH202 device  

and date enables, for example, to 

simulate a presence inside the home 

by automatically activating the 

shutters or the lights at certain preset 

times, when no one is in fact at home 

A control pushbutton of the 

automation system can be 

programmed so that when it is 

pressed all currently active scenarios 

are interrupted (Panic button) 
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Scenario 2 - Garden lights:

Following the activation of the control device, every evening at 20.00 o’clock, 

or when the light sensor detects that outside is dark, all the lights of the 

garden come on automatically.

Light 
sensor

Scenario 3 - Energy saving:

Following a room control (A=2) for the opening of the shutters, if the light 

sensor detects that it is daytime, the scenario automatically turns off all the 

lights of that room.

Light 
sensor

Scenario 4 - Relax:

The control device can be used to lower the shutters, adjust the dimmer lights 

at 20%, and activate the sound system in the desired room.
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Remote control devices

MyHOME offers the possibility 

of controlling all the integrated 

functions of the house using a PC, a 

Smartphone, a fixed line telephone, 

or a mobile phone 

The main condition to make the 

remote control possible is the 

presence in the home of a Web 

server F454 that act as a Gateway 

connecting the MyHOME system with 

Internet network 

The control is performed using 

any browser program to access the 

particular WEB pages saved in the 

WEB server, where the functions to be 

managed are represented by simple 

and intuitive icons 

Thanks to the BUS of the MyHOME 

system the WEB server is connected 

to all the functions installed inside 

the home  Connection to the outside 

is, as already indicated, though the 

Internet 

MyHOME_Web PORTAL

In addition to the control made 

by direct connection using the 

telephone or the Internet, with the 

Gateway Access devices of the home 

there is the possibility of remotely 

controlling all the MyHOME functions 

using the MyHOME_Web portal 

access 

In this case, by using a PC connected 

to the Internet, it will be possible to 

interact with a virtual platform, which 

exchanges with the MyHOME system 

all the information on the status of 

the home automation functions of 

the house 

NOTE: Web Servers, scenario programmers are 

flexible devices purposely designed to enable remote 

control of the various MyHOME functions using the 

above modes.

For limited control needs it is possible to use the GSM 

telephone activator item F462 managed only by GSM 

controls.
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MyHOME system BUS

EXAMPLE OF CONNECTION TO THE F454 WEB SERVER USING A WI-FI CONNECTION

Telephone line

LAN network

EXAMPLE OF CONNECTION TO THE F454 WEB SERVER USING A SMARTPHONE WITH INTERNET CONNECTION 

AND GPRS CONNECTION

Modem Router

Smartphone

Ethernet

ISP
Internet

Smartphone

Web Server 
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WEB SERVER AUDIO/VIDEO F454 

The Web server allows to manage the 

MyHome home automation system 

through a PC, laptop, tablet or Touch 

screen, and also through mobile 

devices with a browser capable of 

displaying web pages  

The home management can be 

performed either locally, by accessing 

the device via the local LAN, and 

remotely by the Web server after 

connection to the Internet via 

modem  The possible functions are 

the following:

�� Supervision and control of the 

Automation, Energy management 

and Temperature control systems;

�� Supervision of the burglar-alarm 

system by receiving the status 

messages (“system in alarm status” 

or  “no alarm notification”)  It is 

also possible to receive an e-mail 

message, with images attached, in 

your mailbox, for the notification of 

burglar-alarm system events;

�� Supervision of the electric system, 

with the reception of messages in 

case of tripping of the Stop&Go 

device 

In addition, it is possible to perform 

the following operations:

�� Real time audio and video 

connection to the cameras of the 

video door entry system  

In particular, it is possible to: 

�� View the images broadcasted by 

the selected camera (with the 

possibility of adjusting the image, 

the framing and the zoom settings 

of the image using the PC);

�� Listen to the audio recorded by the 

microphone of the selected camera 

(remote noise monitoring);

�� Broadcast the own voice through 

the loudspeaker associated to the 

selected camera (real time audio 

communication using the personal 

computer);

�� Listen and view the messages 

recorded using the “Video door 

entry system answering machine 

function”   The audio messages and 

the images may also be forwarded 

by e-mail to an address 

Monitoring, command and 
control of the system by 
means of web pages and/or 
management programs.

Management and control of the MyHOME system using a 
personal computer or a hand-held computer, by connecting 
to the MyHOME portal through a fixed-line or mobile phone, 
following a customizable voice menu.

MyHOME FUNCTIONS WHICH CAN BE MANAGED BY THE WEB SERVER

Lighting

Burglar alarm

Home video 
surveillance system

Video door entry 
system

Energy management

MyHOME portal

Automation

Web server
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The Web Server can only connect 

one user with the MyHome system; 

this is fundamental to guarantee 

the confidentiality, the coherence 

and the univocity of the operations 

performed 

The controls, defined during the 

programming of the Web server 

using the device software programs 

supplied, are password protected to 

prevent unwanted access 

Two types of users can access the 

Web pages:

�� Administrator

�� User 

NOTE: The privacy of the information exchanged and of the pictures displayed is also guaranteed 

by the SSL 128 bit protocol.

Identification
page

Control
home page

As well as having the same level of 

access as the user, the administrator 

can also access the CONFIGURATION 

function and define certain Web 

Server parameters, such as the 

number of pictures to be saved in 

the video door entry answering 

machine, the e-mail address to which 

alarm signals and/or messages in 

the answering machine, login and 

password for access to the pages 

as user, date, time and time zone 

and display language of the WEB 

pages  In case of control using 

the MyHOME_Web service, aces is 

through the MyHOME portal via 

double identification  

Example of control pages for the F454 Web Server

With the activation of the MyHOME_

Web service, it is possible to remotely 

manage the home, using a PC or a 

hand-held PC with Internet, fixed 

line telephone or mobile phone 

connection 

The Web Server can also be used as a 

Gateway for the virtual configuration 

of the MyHOME devices 
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Remote control devices

WEB SERVER FOR CONNECTION 

TO THE INTERNET NETWORK 

To connect the MyHOME system 

to the Internet and use the 

MyHOME_Web Portal, in addition to 

the F454 Web Server, appropriately 

configured, an ADSL modem and an 

ADSL line are required (with fixed or 

dynamic IP)  

public IP

ADSL Modem

If the ADSL modem is not equipped

with “wireless” function, or it is

required to extend the radio signal in

multi-floor houses which are not 

equipped with LAN wired network, it 

is possible to use a “repeater” device 

This device must be wired with a LAN 

cable to the Wi-Fi Router modem 

used to connect to the Internet and 

properly configured 

For optimum use, we recommend to 

allow for one “repeater” for each floor 

Internet

LAN
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GSM TELEPHONE ACTIVATOR 

F462

It can be used to enable and disable 

the user loads remotely, using simple 

SMS telephone messages 

The device is set up to have 2 alarm 

contacts  When the status of one 

of the contacts changes the device 

sends an alarm SMS to the saved 

number  

system ON-OFF

Interaction
with ON-OFF

Timer thermostat

Timer thermostat 
L/N/NT4450

light 
ON-OFF

ON-OFF 
system

Alarms
contact 
closing

USE WITH TIMER THERMOSTAT USE FOR LOADS ON/OFF

ALARM NOTIFICATION USE

The device can be interfaced with the 

BTicino timer thermostats to switch 

the system ON or OFF remotely  Using 

the L/N/NT4450 timer thermostat one 

can also interrogate the system status 

remotely and set it to a particular 

temperature 

GSM telephone activator

SMS 
message

SMS 
message

SMS 
message
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FUNCTIONS PERFORMED

ADSL GSM

F454 F462

Automation
- ON/OFF lighting
- Shutter UP/DOWN Control of single electric loads

Burglar alarm

Energy management

Video monitoring system
max 96 cameras (connecting the F454 to a 2 wire digital video door entry system) 
Display the pictures in black and white and color

 

Temperature control Switching on and off 
remotely

Sending e-mail messages following intrusions and technical alarm  

Sending an SMS following specific events, request for current status, alarms
Only with MyHOME portal

Sending voice calls in case of intrusion and technical alarm

Sending e-mail with attachment in case of intrusion and technical alarm  

Video door entry system answering machine: saving and sending the message and 
pictures recorded by the entrance panel by e-mail  

Forwarding of mail following Stop&Go events

TABLE FOR THE SELECTION OF DEVICES BASED ON CONTROLLED FUNCTIONS
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FUNCTIONS PERFORMED

ADSL GSM

F454 F462

Automation
- ON/OFF lighting
- Shutter UP/DOWN Control of single electric loads

Burglar alarm

Energy management

Video monitoring system
max 96 cameras (connecting the F454 to a 2 wire digital video door entry system) 
Display the pictures in black and white and color

 

Temperature control Switching on and off 
remotely

Sending e-mail messages following intrusions and technical alarm  

Sending an SMS following specific events, request for current status, alarms
Only with MyHOME portal

Sending voice calls in case of intrusion and technical alarm

Sending e-mail with attachment in case of intrusion and technical alarm  

Video door entry system answering machine: saving and sending the message and 
pictures recorded by the entrance panel by e-mail  

Forwarding of mail following Stop&Go events

MyHOME_Web

CUSTOMER AREA
(Remote 

management)

INSTALLER AREA
(Remote assistance)

MyHOME portal

MyHOME_Web is a virtual platform 

created by BTicino to offer innovative 

services to all Customers that have 

a MY HOME system equipped 

with BTicino devices for remote 

connection 

The platform is mainly divided in two 

distinct areas:

CONNECTION SAFETY AND 

PROTECTION

In developing the MyHOME_Web 

portal, BTicino has paid special 

attention to ensuring high levels of 

protection of the data transferred 

through the network from unwanted 

access  

The most stringent protection criteria 

have therefore been implemented, 

like:

�� The use of the special https 

protocol, which makes any 

information being transferred 

through the line unreadable at the 

origin;

�� The use of the 128 bit SSL (Secure 

Socket Layer) protocol, certified 

by the VeriSign Certification 

Authority.

�� Installer area: 

 intended for the My Home 

installers which can register their 

own systems  Following customer’s 

request, it is also possible to 

activate the Remote Assistance 

service, which gives the possibility 

of remotely monitoring the home 

of the customer, and receive real 

time notifications in case of faults 

�� Customer area:   

solely intended for customers 

interested in the remote 

management of their system  

This service, active since 2003, 

enables remote control of all the 

home automation functions of 

the MyHOME system, making 

available exclusive services that 

are only possible through the web 

portal (danger notifications, web 

scenarios, etc ) 

These solutions provide high levels of:

�� Confidentiality: protection of data 

from unauthorized access;

�� Integrity: safeguard of the 

accuracy and completeness of the 

information;

�� Accessibility: guarantee that 

both data and information will be 

available when required 

In recognition of the high safety 

level offered by the connection with 

the MyHOME_Web portal, BTicino 

obtained the ISO27001 “Information 

technology - Security management 

systems” certification  
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Installers access their own dedicated 

area in the Installer Portal section - 

MyHOME section, using the personal 

access keys (login and password)  

Here they will find the following 

services:

�� System registration;

MyHOME_Web - Installer Area

�� Filing of the device configuration 

files and documents generated by 

the YouProject design software, 

and by the programming software 

programs;

�� Filing of any activities performed 

on the system through the web;

System management web page details

DOCUMENTS THAT CAN BE 

FILED

�� XML file generated by YouProject

�� Web Server configuration file

�� Advanced products configuration 

files 

Installers that have been appointed 

by the Customer to provide a Remote 

assistance service, will be able to 

ensure a highly professional remote 

assistance service, consisting in the 

following functions:

�� Forwarding of diagnostic 

commands to ensure correct 

operation of certain system 

devices, such as:

- Scenario central unit and actuators 

of the Automation system;

- Burglar-alarm central unit;

- Temperature control central unit;

- Web Server 

�� Reception of fault notifications in 

case of:

- Faulty or exhausted battery;

- Device or zone in intrusion or 

tampering alarm status;

- Device in panic alarm status;

- Loss of communication between 

the Burglar-alarm central unit or 

the Web Server, and the Portal;

- Temperature control system fault 

NOTE: For more information or to request the activation of the Installer Area contact the Call Center, toll-free number 800.837.035 

(Monday to Friday from 8.30 a.m. to 07.00 p.m. and Saturday from 8.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.)

ACCESS TO THE PORTAL USING 

MOBILE DEVICES

In addition to using the browser, 

the installer can also interact using 

mobile devices (mobile phones 

and smartphones) to display the 

following information:

�� Customer data;

�� Customer contract and credit 

situation;

�� Events from remotely controlled 

systems 

�� Enabling of the system remote 

management function for the 

customer 

�� Menu management and list of 

regular maintenance activities for 

the single system 

Toll-free number
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MyHOME_Web - Customer Area

Customers can check all the MyHOME 

comfort, functions for their own homes 

For example, they can switch the 

heating on, activate certain scenarios, 

monitor and store on file the 

consumptions of the home and much 

more 

They can be informed at any time on 

the status of the home, and receive 

prompt notification in case of gas 

or water leaks, or burglary attempts  

It is possible to check and use the 

following functions:

�� Comfort

�� Energy Management and Load 

Control

�� Energy Management and 

Consumption Display

In order to use the MyHOME_Web 

service, an ADSL modem/router must 

be installed in the system connected 

to Web Server art  F454 

EXCLUSIVE ADVANCED 

FUNCTIONS PERFORMED WITH 

MyHOME_Web

In addition to the remote control 

of the home automation functions, 

the user can also define and use a 

range of exclusive and advanced 

functions that are specifically useful 

for ensuring a customized use of the 

service (see following table) 

SERVICE COST

With the on-line procedure 

Customers purchase one BTicino 

credit, of limited duration and 

renewable, which they can use to 

manage their system remotely, and 

which amount varies depending on 

the applications to control 

FUNCTIONS DESCRIPTION

WEB scenarios Irrespective of the presence of scenario management devices inside the home, it is possible to define web scenarios that can also be enabled by 
sending SMS messages, or based on events.

Planning Creation of action sequences that activate automatically at certain times or during certain days, and repeat following a plan.

Notifications and actions Definition of the actions performed by MyHOME_Web and of the type of notifications forwarded following a system event (SMS notifications, 
e-mail, etc.).

Multiple users (houses) Customization of the portal for access to several systems (several homes) 

Multiple users (users) Customization of the procedure for accessing the portal depending on the user type.

Interface customization Creation of customized navigation menus, based on the needs of the user and the management device used (web browser, hand-held PC, etc.)

Event log Display of the list of the events occurred within the system
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Smartphone access

Through an APP dedicated to iOS 

and Android devices, it is possible 

to manage all functions of the 

MyHOME_Web portal directly 

from your Smartphone  The native 

application, if properly configured, 

allows to receive PUSH notifications 

to know the system status in real 

time  The application is free to 

download from Apple Store and 

Google Play; to use it simply enter 

your credentials (username and 

password) 

Page for the display of the electric consumption

Page for the display of the images recorded by 
the camera

ACCESS MODE USING MOBILE 

DEVICES

In addition to web access, possible 

using a PC with web browser 

connected to the Internet, the 

customer can communicate with 

the Portal using other channels 

taking advantage of mobility, such 

as mobile phones and smartphones  

The functions that can be performed 

with each mode of connection are 

the following:

Access using SMS messages 

It is possible to activate a scenario 

through SMS messages 

The creation of the scenarios and the 

association to the SMS message is 

performed during the Customer Area 

customization stage 

By sending SMS messages it is also 

possible to know the status of the 

devices 

MyHOME_Web - Customer Area
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CONTROL DEVICES

In order to use the MyHOME_Web 

services, it will be necessary to install 

a F454 Web Server connected to the

MyHOME system 

With the F454 Web Server it is 

possible to establish real time 

communication at any time, using 

the MyHOME system of the home  

A necessary condition for ensuring 

the above is the availability of an 

ADSL line with dynamic or static 

IP, and the use of an ADSL modem 

router, appropriately configured 

using the parameters for connection 

to the LAN network and the Portal 

Internet 
IP WAN: fixed or dynamic
(depending on the type of contract)

System layout for the use of the MyHOME_Web services

MyHOME portal

LAN NETWORK
192.168.1.x
255.255.255.0

Note (*): item 3486, 3485, 3485STD  
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PREREQUISITES 

A fundamental requirement for the 

creation of the customer area is the 

availability of the XML configuration 

file of the system, generated by the 

project and configuration program 

YouProject or by the MyHOME_

WebConfig tool 

For the creation of a Customer area, 

it will be necessary for the installer 

to have a personal “Installer Area” 

enabled inside the MyHOME_Web 

portal  For details on the procedure 

refer to the “User Manual Installers 

Area” which can be downloaded by 

OPERATION FLOW

The operations to follow for the 

configuration and activation of the 

Customer area consist of two stages:

�� Operations to be performed using 

the Internet in the “Installer Area”;

�� Operation for the configuration of 

the control devices in the MyHOME 

system  

MyHOME_Web – Creation and configuration of the 
Customer Area

the specific link on the home page 

of the Installer Area  The procedure 

can also be performed by a Technical 

After Sale Service (CAT) 

 
Sidebar

Functional 
pushbuttons

First level 
menu

Second 
level menu

Installer user 
name

Operating area
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MyHOME_Web - Creation of the Customer Area: 
operations to be performed in the Installer Area

1. System registration;

2. Loading of the XML file for the 

configuration of the system in the 

System documents area;

3. Entering of the parameters of 

the control devices (web server) in 

the “Devices” section, as explained 

below:   

       3.1 The use of the Web Server        

  shall be specified by entering

  the following parameters:

�� OPEN password;

�� Type of connection:  DYNAMIC  

 IP ADSL, STATIC IP ADSL or WAC  

 (Web Server Active Connection);

�� “Internal IP” address associated  

 to the control device;

�� Number of the port used for  

 sending the controls;

�� Number of the port used for  

 receiving; 

�� Password for camera images 

4. Saving of the page for the creation 

of the GATEWAY ID data;

5. Enabling of the REMOTE 

MANAGEMENT function in the 

“Available functions” section 

 The Customer will receive an email 

containing the link necessary for the 

on-line acceptance of the contract 

6. Configuration, if required, of 

the Energy Management devices 

installed in the system, by entering 

the corresponding parameters in the 

specific sections 

Note: For the detailed list of the parameters to configure, refer to the documentation available from the  

www.myhome-bticino.it website

Configuration of the TCP/IP CHANNEL

 Configuration of the DTMF PSTN CHANNEL 

Configuration of the parameters for Energy Management devices
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MyHOME_Web - Creation of the customer area: 
operations to be performed on the control devices

WEB SERVER F454
Configure the device using the 

MyHOME_Suite program, entering 

the following data:

ETHERNET PAGE
The IP Address, Subnet Mask and 

Router IP fields are already filled  In 

this page it will be necessary to enter 

the router IP as primary DNS (normally 

192 168 1 1), and the DNS supplied 

by the ADSL Internet provider as the 

secondary DNS  Also specify the type 

of address (fixed or DHCP), and set the 

UPnP IGD function 

MyHOME PORTAL PAGE
In this page perform the following 

operations:

1. Enable portal access 

2. In the GATEWAY ID field enter 

the GATEWAY ID code generated 

automatically during the 

configuration of the control device 

3. Select the type of connection: 

�� Fixed IP: In case of fixed IP ADSL 

subscription (normally in case of 

business customers);

�� Dynamic Ip: In case of dynamic 

IP ADSL subscription (the most 

common one);   

�� “Web Server Active Connection” 

(W A C ) in case of private 

networks, where the system 

cannot be directly reached by the 

Internet (e g : Fastweb), or of non-

configurable router 

4. Check the default connection 

parameters:

�� MyHOME_Web address:  

portal myhomeweb it

�� MHWEB email:  

mhe pro@myhomeweb it

�� SMTP Server address:  

smtp myhomeweb it

Ethernet page

Connection 
parameters

Gateway ID
MyHome portal page

Authentication page
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AUTHENTICATION PAGE 
Check that the OPEN password 

entered in the portal when creating 

the system registration is aligned 

with the password entered into the 

webserver 

ADSL Modem

MODEM ROUTER

In addition to the settings for the 

connection to the ADSL line and for the 

LAN NETWORK of the home, this device 

must also be correctly natted following 

the table shown on the manual which 

can be downloaded from the home 

page of the Installers Area 
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DELC1 C2

4321
1 2 3 4

F430/2 F420

ON

OFF

GEN

OKC

23.7°C

18.0°C

13 : 38 Ven 07 Gen

SCS AI SCS AV

ETHERNET

A = 1
PL1 = 2
PL2 = 2

A = 1
PL = 1

ZA = -
ZB = 1
N1 = 1
ZB2 = OFF
N2 = -

A = -
PL = 1

A1 = GEN
PL1 = -
M1 = O/I
A2 = -
PL2 = -
M2 = -

A1 = 1
PL1 = 2
M1 =
A2 = -
PL2 = -
M2 = -

A1 = 1
PL1 = 1
M1 = -
A2 = 2
PL2 = 1
M2 = O/I

ZA = -
ZB = 1
MOD = SLA
SLA = 1

ZA = -
ZB = 1
MOD = 1
FUN = 4

E46ADCN

F411U1 F411U2 F430/2 F420

H4652/2 H4652/2 H4652/2 HS4693 HS4891 H4890

4695

BUS SCS

ZA = -
ZB = 2
MOD = SLA
SLA = 1

F454

Functions integration and controlMyHOME

AUTOMATION SYSTEM INTEGRATION 

WITH THE TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM AND FUNCTIONS REMOTE CONTROL

The system includes a Local Display 

and a Touch Screen 

�� the Local Display is configured 

for the management of the 

temperature control and is 

associated to the sensor  

(ZA = 0, ZB = 1)

�� the Touch Screen is configured 

using the software and is capable 

of managing all the functions 

present, and the scenarios saved in 

the scenario module 

ITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY

F420
E46ADCN
F430/2
F415
F411U1
F411U2
H4652/2
HS4891
H4890
H4693
H4695
F454

Scenario module
Power supply
DIN Actuator
Dimmer
1 relay DIN actuator
2 relays DIN actuator
Control
Local Display
MyHOME_Screen
Temperature control probe
Temperature control central unit
Web Server

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

230 Vac

WIRING DIAGRAMS

ADSL line with 
fixed IP

PC with MHVISU-
AL software

Modem Router/Switch

Direct Ethernet 
cable




